2020 CITY HALL RESTORATION CPA APPLICATION

CITY OF GLOUCESTER
COMMUNITY PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
BUDGET FORM
Project Name: City Hall Fire Suppression, Alarm System & Electrical Upgrades
Applicant: City Hall Restoration Commission & Gloucester Dept. of Public Works

Source
Community
Preservation Act Fund
(List other sources of
funding)
State
City of Gloucester
Total Project Funding

SOURCES OF FUNDING
Amount
$1.7 M
$0
$1.5 M
$1.7 M
$4.9 M

PROJECT EXPENSES
Please Note: The allocation of funds from CPA and State funding to the various line
items for costs are flexible, except for the cost of IT work, which will be paid by the City
only.
Expense

Est. Cost

City Portion

CPA Portion

State Portion

$394,715

Est. Cost Inc.
5%
Construction
Contingency
$414,450

Estimated Related
Interior Architectural
Features
Estimated Electrical
service
Estimated Fire
Protection
Estimated IT
upgrades
Estimated Related
Code Work
Estimated Related
Hazmat
Total Estimated Cost

$0

$336,450

$78,000

$1,759,234

$1,847,195

$0

$1,340,775

$506,421

$576,639

$605,470

$0

$0

$605,470

$1,610,970

$1,691,518

$1,691,518

0

0

$295,909

$310,704

$0

0

$310,704

$24,438

$25,659

$0

$24,438

$0

$4,661,905.00

$4,894,996.00

$1,691,518

$1,701,663.00

$1,500,595.00

Please feel free to photocopy or re-create this form if more room is needed.
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CITY OF GLOUCESTER
COMMUNITY PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
PROJECT SCHEDULE
Please provide a project timeline below, noting all project milestones. Please note that
because the City Council must approve all appropriations, CPA funds may not be
available until up to two months following Committee approval.
Activity
Project Start Date:
Project Milestone:

Seek approval of Loan Order by City
Council for project funding
Design and bid process

Estimated
Date
January –
March 2021
March –
September
2021

50% Completion
Stage:
Project Milestone:

Project Completion
Date:

Construction

September
2021 September
2022
September
2022

Please note: If the project is approved, the recipient must provide progress reports to
the Committee on a quarterly basis (by the 15th of January, April, July and October)
depending on the length of the project. The recipient shall also provide an interim report
at the 50% Completion Stage, along with budget documentation.
Please feel free to photocopy or re-create this form if more room is needed.
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Photo Courtesy of Kim Smith Designs

NARRATIVE
1. Background Information on City Hall Restoration Commission’s Activities, Past and
Present
In 2004, Mayor John Bell and the City Council established the City Hall Restoration Commission
(CHRC) to set priorities, secure funding and supervise future repairs to the building. Members
of CHRC include members of the public as well as City employees from the DPW and the
Building Department. A brief summary of the Commission’s activities since 2004 is presented as
follows.
Initially, the Commission was focused on the building’s roof and tower, and as the Commission
was planning roof repairs, two seriously deteriorated roof trusses were discovered that led the
City to vacate the building for a year while repairs were made. These repairs were funded in
part by an emergency grant from the Massachusetts Historical Commission.
During the truss and roof repairs, more potentially dangerous deterioration was discovered in
the tower that was causing a visible lean to the structure. Again, funding was obtained to
perform emergency shoring repairs to the tower in the spring of 2006. With the tower shored,
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the restoration of the tower ensued. A new steel support system was designed and installed to
give the tower structural support, while at the exterior, replacement copper roofing and
flashing was installed to stop the destructive invasion of water, that had led to the
deterioration of wood structural elements. Unfortunately, funding was insufficient to complete
exterior restoration of the tower, so that Phase I ended with the critical structure repairs
completed, but with still much work to be done to complete all sections of the tower.
Members of the CHRC worked with other citizens to adopt the Community Preservation Act
(CPA) in Gloucester and in 2010 in the first round of CPA funding $2.6 million was provided in
the form of a bond to initiate Phase II of the efforts to preserve and restore the building’s
exterior. Included in this phase was the continued restoration of the tower, as well as the four
corner-mounted ventilator structures, the restoration of the building’s cornice, restoration of
existing windows. In 2013, the restoration of all of the building’s windows was completed
through $36,000 of additional CPA funds and a Bananas Fashion Show fundraiser. Interior storm
windows were added at each restored window. The building’s two prominent entry porticos
were restored with existing copper roofs, gutters and downspouts replaced, deteriorated wood
roof framing repaired, and the ornamental wood elements restored. Lastly, based upon a
forensic investigation of the original paint color, the building was repainted in the historical
khaki color, intended to match the Nova Scotia sandstone.
The cost of the Phase I and II restoration exceeded 33% of City Hall’s assessed value, so in
accordance with regulations of the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB), the
entire building also needed to be made completely accessible. The Commission negotiated with
MAAB to bring the building into compliance without comprising the historic integrity of the
building’s exterior and, also, to phase the compliance over a period of four years in order to
reduce the financial burden to the City.
Other projects that CHRC has supervised and funded, much which has come from private
funding from the citizens of Gloucester, include repairs of the tower’s clock and bell, installation
of a ventilation system for the Kyrouz auditorium, auditorium shades and new gardens and
irrigation on the Dale Avenue side of the building.
Given City Hall’s central role within the civic center of the city and within the hearts of the
citizens of Gloucester, the City Hall Restoration Commission, Mayor Theken, the Fire Chief,
State Senator Tarr and Representative Ferrante have for a long time been very concerned
about the grave danger to the building (and the precious archives, WPA murals, and other art
and objects it houses), as well as to its surrounding neighborhood and to Gloucester, should
this iconic structure suffer a catastrophic fire.
As recommended by the City’s consultants as well as the Fire Chief, in order to minimize the risk
of fire, City Hall is in urgent need of a sprinkler system, as well as an upgrade to the existing fire
alarm and electrical system, along with related code, architectural and hazmat work. The
building is not equipped with fully automatic sprinkler systems in compliance with M.G.L. c.148
s.25G. according to the Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. assessment of the building (separate
attachment).
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The existing electrical systems of the building range in condition from poor to fair, and although
functioning, have outlived their intended useful life. Code changes over the years have resulted
in existing systems that do not meet current electrical codes. Most of the existing systems are
not suited for expansion due to the incompatibility of new technologies. Replacement parts are
no longer available for many of the systems. Dore & Whittier recommend replacement of all of
the electrical systems under a renovation program.
The current fire alarm system consists of a conventional 4 zone Fire-Lite control panel located
in the 1st floor North stairwell hall. Smoke detectors do not provide full coverage. The Kyrouz
auditorium, records vault and electric room do not have smoke detectors. The elevator is not
interlocked with the fire alarm system. The fire alarm wiring method is generally low energy
cable. In other words, the fire alarm system is not code compliant and does not provided
adequate coverage.
This application seeks funds to address many of the needs of the building outlined in the Dore
& Whittier assessment. And these upgrades constitute part of a $4.9 M ($4.66 M plus 5%
construction contingency) improvement plan to City Hall. The work also includes certain
information technology needs required by the City, which makes sense to do
contemporaneously. All of these upgrades must be done concurrently to
reduce/eliminate/obviate unnecessary expenditures. For example, fire protection technology
upgrades can’t be done without electrical upgrades.
The Mayor and City’s administrators and the City Hall Restoration Commission have been
working closely with State Senator Bruce Tarr and State Representative Ann-Margaret Ferrante
to secure state funding and we have been recently informed that the State has appropriated
$1.5 M for this project, as a result of public safety concerns. The City received the contract from
DCAMM for the $1.5 M grant on May 19, 2020.
Community Preservation Criteria - Meeting General Evaluation Criteria
A. Consistent with various plans which are relevant to and utilized by the City regarding Open
Space, Historic Resources, Affordable Housing and Recreation.
This project is consistent with the City’s intention to preserve and protect City-owned historic
resources and to enhance the City’s downtown as a vibrant place for residents to live in and
visitors to visit, as outlined in various city plans, including:
•
•
•
•

The 2001 Community Development Plan for the City of Gloucester, (Plan 2001) section
III B on Downtown states that a vibrant Civic Center is needed for economic and social
reasons.
2010 City of Gloucester Preservation Plan, which features City Hall on its cover.
The 2010 Listening Posts on City Facilities demonstrated strong support for a downtown
civic campus.
2010 Community Values, that will guide the Facilities Capital Investment:
o Citizens value seeing people they know & recognize when conducting city
business.
o Citizens value a diverse and healthy commercial downtown district.
o Citizens value a convenient and central location for conducting city business.
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o City offices should provide the functionality of the modern workplace and be
well-maintained and maintainable.
o Citizens value the symbolism embodied by City Hall. History is written on its wall
and pictured in its murals. Government is instructed by its motto: “Build not for
today but for tomorrow as well.” The City Hall tower is a landmark, seen from all
parts of the harbor and downtown.
o Citizens value a strong connection between government and its citizens, which
includes physical proximity and access.
• The community values the preservation and active use of City Hall.
o Citizens want to be able to obtain all the city services that they need at one
location.
B. Preserve and enhance the essential character of the City.
City Hall, built in 1871, is the most historically and architecturally important building in the City
of Gloucester. The handsome exterior of the building today is virtually unchanged since its
construction. The then new Town Hall was designed by the Boston architectural firm of Gridley
J.F. Bryant and Louis P. Rogers. The skyline of a city is its signature to the world. The building
rises dramatically above Gloucester, with the clock tower reaching a height of 148 feet above
street level and 194 feet above sea level. The four ventilator towers at each corner of the
building complete its distinctive profile which has become known far beyond Gloucester, thanks
to paintings produced by generations of artists.
The building’s interior houses irreplaceable treasures of the community, and indeed of the
nation, including historic WPA murals done in the 1930s, original archival records dating back
continuously to the 1640s, and original artifacts.
City Hall has been in continuous use as the center of government and its spacious auditorium
has served as a place where Gloucester residents come together to consider public policy
matters and share entertainment and educational experiences. The building is an integral part
of the downtown Civic Center and remains a vital component of maintaining downtown as both
a community and business center as well as an attractive area for visitors.
C. Protect resources that would be otherwise threatened
City Hall (then still Town Hall) was destroyed by fire once already in 1869. (See painting below
Town Hall After the Fire by Jerome Elwell).
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Burnt Ruins of Town House on Dale Avenue by D. Jerome Elwell

(Courtesy of the Cape Ann Museum)

A new fire protection, alarm and electrical system are integral to protecting City Hall against
another catastrophic fire. A 2015 City Hall study by McKinley and Kalsow Associates and CSI
Engineering strongly recommended that we upgrade the non-code compliant electrical system,
bring the 30 year old fire alarm panel, wiring and notification systems up to date and install a
sprinkler system, “given the building’s age, chimney-like tower and wood construction”. In a
recent letter from Fire Chief Eric Smith to Rep. Ferrante and Sen. Tarr recommending State
funding for the installation of a new fire alarm and sprinkler system as well as modernizing
current wiring, he concluded that” this is a critical need for the City of Gloucester from a fire
safety, continuity of government and historic preservation perspective.”
D. Serve more than one CPA purpose or demonstrate why serving multiple needs is not feasible.
While the major CPA purpose served is Historic Preservation, the building has, since its
dedication in 1871, served as an important community and cultural center. As such, while not
technically falling in the CPA category of recreation, City Hall creates many recreational outlets
by facilitating and improving the opportunities for people to gather together to dance, debate,
attend lectures, fashion shows, and participate in arts shows, the Middle Street Walk, the
Mayor’s Halloween Party etc.
E. Demonstrate practicality, feasibility, and that the project can be implemented within budget
and on schedule.
This project is a high priority for Mayor Theken and the City’s Administration as well as for our
State politicians Rep. Ferrante and Sen. Tarr. The City Hall Restoration Commission has
demonstrated, over the course of the past 15 years, its ability to successfully oversee large
restoration and preservation projects, including the CPA-funded repairs of City Hall. Both the
DPW and the City Hall Restoration Commission would be involved in the building committee
overseeing this project. That said, any complicated renovation of an older building needs to
build in time and cost contingencies.
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F. Produce an advantageous cost/benefit value
City Hall is essential to the vibrancy of downtown Gloucester, both economically and socially.
City Hall is the focal point of the Gloucester Harbortown Cultural District. A well-maintained
City Hall will preserve this historic landmark and allow it to continue to be the seat of city
government, an important civic center, an anchor to Downtown, a generator of business to
Main Street, a significant contributor to the architectural fabric of the City and its skyline, a
protector of City treasures (important archives dating back to 1642, wonderful WPA murals and
the Fishermen’s memorial), and a tourist attraction as well as an important source of
community pride. While the CPA request is $1.7 million, assuming for the moment that it would
be bonded, such a bond could take advantage of historically low interest rates.
G. Leverage public and/or private funds
State Senator Tarr and State Representative Ferrante have been working together with Mayor
Theken to secure State funds for this project and were recently informed that $1.5 million had
been appropriated for it by the State. The CPA request of $1.7 million is 35% of the total
estimated cost of $4.9 million and does not include any of the costs for the IT service work.
H. Preserve or improve use or intended purpose of currently owned City assets
This project preserves and improves City Hall, which has been the seat of municipal government
for 150 years and which has also served as a public gathering spot for various events of
community interest.
I. Receive endorsement by other municipal boards, committees and commissions or
Letters of endorsement from State Senator Bruce Tarr, State Representative Ann-Margaret
Ferrante, Mayor Sefatia Romeo Theken, Local Historic District Commission, Cape Ann Chamber
of Commerce, Committee for the Arts, Sandra Ronan, and Elizabeth Neumeier are included.
Community Preservation Criteria - Meeting Specific Category Criteria
A. Protect, preserve, enhance, restore and/or rehabilitate historic, cultural, architectural or
archeological resources of significance, especially those that are threatened.
The project will protect the most significant building in the City which was severely threatened
prior to the start of the ongoing multi-phased restoration project, during which time the
structure and envelope were substantially improved. At this time, the building remains in
danger should a catastrophic fire break out.
B. Protect, preserve, enhance, restore and/or rehabilitate city-owned properties, features of
resources of historical significance.
The project will protect the most significant city-owned property, feature, or resource of
historical significance that exists in the City.
C. Protect, preserve, enhance, restore and/or rehabilitate the historical function of a property
or site.
This project will ensure that the functions of City Hall as the seat of city government, a major
community venue for meetings, exhibitions, performances, a home for irreplaceable city
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treasures including archives dating back to 1642, magnificent WPA murals and the Fishermen’s
Lost-At-Sea Memorial will be protected to the best extent possible.
D. Demonstrates a public benefit.
Imagine a fire occurring in City Hall without adequate fire protection. The Fire Chief has stated
that a significant fire at City Hall would be difficult if not impossible to subdue without
necessary fire detection/suppression improvements. The use of CPA funds is vital to protecting
this priceless part of our heritage, protect human life and the civic center which surrounds City
Hall.
E. Ability to provide permanent protection for the historic resource.
While nothing is capable of providing permanent protection of any historic resource it is
imperative that City Hall be equipped with a modern fire protection, electrical and fire alarm
system to reduce the probability of devastating fire to a minimum.
2. What Community Needs Does This Project Serve?
Restoration of City Hall has provided the community with a demonstration of the City’s
commitment to preserving its most significant building and its artwork and archives. A vibrant
and well-maintained City Hall has made, and continues to make, a huge contribution to the
vitality of civic center and downtown. Installation and upgrading of its current fire protection
and fire alarm systems will allow City Hall to continue to anchor downtown. City Hall benefits
the entire the community financially and culturally as well as enhancing our sense of place and
commonality.
3. What Specific Guarantees Will Assure the Long-Term Preservation of the Project?
The CHRC is a City Commission and therefore has a long-term commitment to the preservation
of City Hall. The preservation of City Hall is also under the jurisdiction of the Local Historic
District Commission further guaranteeing its long-term preservation. In addition, the
Massachusetts Historical Commission’s Preservation Restriction on the building ensures that
the interior and exterior of the building be maintained in accordance with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards.
The CHRC continues to advocate that the City develop plans for long-term maintenance of the
building which might include private fundraising efforts as well as ensuring that the municipal
budget contains increased resources for maintenance of municipal buildings.
What Community Support Does the Project Have?
The many donations, large and small, that the CHRC has received for past renovation and
restoration is a testament to broad based community support - over $240,000 has been raised
by the CHRC from private donors, foundations and non-CPA grants. Local organizations that
have provided financial support include Gloucester Rotary, the Dusky Foundation, the Belinda
Fund, the Bruce J. Anderson Foundation, the Tower Family Fund, Cape Ann Savings Bank,
BankGloucester’s Banking for Community Campaign and the Cape Ann Thrift Shop.
4. How Will the Success of This Project Be Measured?
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Success will equal completion of the work, including upgraded electrical, fire alarm, a new
sprinkler system and accompanying code requirements, to protect City Hall from catastrophic
fire. (As stated earlier, IT improvements will be made as part of the project, as well.)
5. Is Ongoing Maintenance and Upkeep Required? If Yes, Please Explain How This Will Be
Accomplished.
The current City Administration instituted a policy to use a portion of Free Cash to maintain
city-owned buildings including City Hall. The CHRC, through its long-standing and effective
commitment to the building, will continue its efforts to ensure that adequate funding for
maintenance is included in the City’s budget.
6. How Does This Project Contribute to the City’s Preparation for the Commemoration of the
400th Anniversary of the City’s Founding.
City Hall will the focal point of many of the City’s activities and it is the intent of the City Hall
Restoration Commission to celebrate the restoration and preservation of the building as part of
Gloucester’s history and to celebrate the hopes expressed by Addison Gilbert at the time of its
dedication, namely “Let us have faith and hope…that it may long remain an ornament to the
town and a comfort and convenience to its inhabitants

SCOPE OF WORK
A spreadsheet for the work that this application seeks to accomplish is provided below. These
costs reflect the 2020 estimates and all should be increased to include a 5% construction
contingency, providing a total project cost of $4.9 M.
What we provide below is a summary:
Interior Architectural Elements (total estimated cost - $394,715)
•

Miscellaneous patching and repairs

Electrical (total estimated cost - $1,759,234)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade incoming secondary service with a larger 1200A, 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire
service.
Replace existing switchgear with new main distribution panel, panelboards, and feeders.
Provide new electrical room to allow for phased construction.
Provide a new exterior emergency standby generator and transfer switches for
emergency lighting and other optional standby loads.
Provide new hard-wired LED exit signs with battery back-up
Provide a new addressable code compliant fire alarm system with full coverage of
detection and audio-visual devices.
Upgrade lighting to LED sources
Refurbish chandeliers in main auditorium
Provide occupancy sensors within each space to conserve energy
Provide ultraviolet lamp sleeves in Vault
Provide pole mounted and building mounted LED cut-off fixtures at parking areas, stairs,
ramps, walkways and over each exterior door.
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•
•

Provide additional receptacles where required to eliminate the use of extension cords
Replace existing receptacles without grounding prongs

Fire Protection (total estimated cost - $576,639)
•
•

New sprinkler system
New water service

Technology (total estimated cost - $1,610,970)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New security and alarm system
New head end/MDF room – relocate to basement level (whatever this means)
Possible new IDF’s
New WiFi distribution
AV equipment in Council Chambers
AV equipment in conference rooms
Add a master clock system
Upgrade telephone system
Remove existing cabling that is abandoned
Upgrade to a full digital IP based surveillance system
Add Access Control to main building access doors, as well as other strategic interior
offices

Required Accessibility Code Upgrades (total estimated cost-$295,909)
Hazardous Material (total estimated cost $24,438)
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PROJECT BUDGET
Please see the document provided to the City by Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc.
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Gloucester City Hall

Quantity

Cost of Repair /
Replacement
(1/2020 $)

Designer /
Pricing
Contingency
(15%)

Soft Cost (25%)

Estimated Project
Cost (1/2020 $)

35,114 GSF

City Portion

0.68

State
Requested
Portion
0.32

Interior Architectural Elements
4.01

1 LS

Misc patching and repairs (allowance)

$343,230

$51,485

$98,679

TOTAL

$394,715

$268,406

$126,309

$394,715

$268,406

$126,309

Electrical
6.01
6.02
6.03

Upgrade incoming secondary service with a larger 1,200A, 120/208V, 3 Phase, 4 wire service. service. This will require new
trenching to Utility Company manhole.
Replace existing switchgear with new main distribution panel, panelboards, and feeders. Provide new Electrical Room to
allow for phased construction. The existing branch circuits could be extended and reconnected to new panels.
Provide a new exterior emergency standby generator and transfer switches for emergency lighting and other optional
standby loads or provide additional battery units. Provide inverters to back-up assembly spaces lighting and exterior exit
discharge doors.

1 LS

$25,875

$3,881

$7,439

$29,756

$20,234

$9,522

1 LS

$126,500

$18,975

$36,369

$181,844

$123,654

$58,190

1 LS

$57,500

$8,625

$16,531

$82,656

$56,206

$26,450

6.04

Provide new hard wired LED exit signs with battery back-up.

1 LS

$9,200

$1,380

$2,645

$13,225

$8,993

$4,232

6.05

Provide a new addressable code compliant fire alarm system with full coverage of detection and audio/visual devices.

1 LS

$74,750

$11,213

$21,491

$107,453

$73,068

$34,385

6.06

Upgrade lighting to LED sources.

1 LS

$287,500

$43,125

$82,656

$413,281

$281,031

$132,250

6.07

Refurbish chandeliers in main auditorium (Qty--12).
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$5,750

$863

$1,653

$8,266

$8,266

$0

6.08

Provide occupancy sensors within each space to conserve energy.

1 LS

$18,400

$2,760

$5,290

$26,450

$26,450

$0

6.09

Provide ultraviolet lamp sleeves in Vault.

1 LS

$575

$86

$165

$827

$827

$0

6.10

Provide pole mounted and building mounted LED cut-off fixtures at Parking Areas, Stairs, Ramps, Walkways and over each
exterior door.

1LS

$1,000

$150

$288

$1,438

$1,438

$0

6.11

Provide additional receptacles where required to eliminate the use of extension cords.

1 LS

$86,250

$12,938

$24,797

$123,984

$123,984

$0

6.12

Replace existing receptacles without grounding prongs.

1 LS

$10,925

$1,639

$3,141

$15,705

$15,705

$0

6.13

Balance required touUpgrade entire electrical system

1 LS

$524,765

$78,715

$150,870

$754,350

$512,958

$241,392

$1,228,990

$184,349

$353,335

$1,759,234

$1,252,813

$506,421

$351,140

$52,671

$100,953

$504,764

$0

$504,764

$50,000

$7,500

$14,375

$71,875

$0

$71,875

$401,140

$60,171

$115,328

$576,639

$0

$576,639

TOTAL

Fire Protection
8.01

New Sprinkler system $10 sqft

8.02

New water service

1 LS
1 LS
TOTAL

Technology

1 LS

$87,975

$13,196

$25,293

$126,464

$126,464

$0

2 LOC

$5,175

$776

$1,488

$7,439

$7,439

$0

1 LS

$109,250

$16,388

$31,409

$157,047

$157,047

$0

New Wi-Fi distribution

1 LS

$34,500

$5,175

$9,919

$49,594

$49,594

$0

New security & alarm system

1 LS

$172,500

$25,875

$49,594

$247,969

$247,969

$0

9.01

New head end/ MDF Room – relocate to Basement level

9.02

Possible new IDF’s? (assume 2)

9.03

Install all new data cabling with multiple drops per room to accommodate future wireless, instructional AV, and other
network services. Cable should be Category 6A, which will better accommodate technology needs in the future. Remove
existing cabling that is abandoned per the NEC. Care should be taken in selecting raceway and pathways that limit exposed or
surface mount cabling. This may require running horizontal cable trunks in the basement and penetrating the main floor with
new cabling and outlets to reduce the amount of exposed cabling.

9.04
9.05
9.06

AV Equipment in the Council Chambers

1 LOC

$316,250

$47,438

$90,922

$454,609

$454,609

$0

9.07

AV Equipment in the Conference rooms

2 LOC

$9,775

$1,466

$2,810

$14,052

$14,052

$0

1LS

$40,250

$6,038

$11,572

$57,859

$57,859

$0

1LS

$115,000

$17,250

$33,063

$165,313

$165,313

$0

9.08
9.09

Add a master clock system with wireless secondary clocks throughout the building as part of any facility renovation or
upgrade project.
Upgrade telephone system equipment as part of any facility renovation or upgrade project, but, only after structured cabling
upgrades have been made.

9.10

Remove existing cabling that is abandoned per the NEC.

1LS

$11,500

$1,725

$3,306

$16,531

$16,531

$0

9.11

Increase the number of security cameras and areas of coverage as required or needed. Adjust and modify with additional
motion sensors to first floor areas for greater intrusion detection. Maintain system software assurance for best return on
investment.

1LS

$57,500

$8,625

$16,531

$82,656

$82,656

$0

9.12

Upgrade to a full digital IP based surveillance system.

1LS

$109,250

$16,388

$31,409

$157,047

$157,047

$0

9.13

Add Access Control system to main building access doors, as well as other strategic interior offices.

1LS

$51,750

$7,763

$14,878

$74,391

$74,391

$0

$1,120,675

$168,101

$322,194

$1,610,970

$1,610,970

$34,500

$5,175

$9,919

$49,594

$0

$49,594

$34,500

$5,175

$9,919

$49,594

$0

$49,594

$12,075

$1,811

$3,472

$17,358

$0

$17,358

$34,500

$5,175

$9,919

$49,594

$0

$49,594

TOTAL

$0

Code

10.01

10.02

10.03

10.04

The building egress features of the Kyrouz Auditorium space do not appear to be entirely code compliant: Level 2 Issue: The
principal or south entrance to the space has doors of generous width which swing into the auditorium, against the direction
of egress travel. The door hardware is non-compliant. Reverse door swing by building historically-accurate door alcove;
match existing materials and finishes exactly. Replace door hardware with replica hardware that is fully functional for panic
egress.
Kyrouz Auditorium space, Level 2 Issue: The secondary egress from the space, leading to the west stair (clock tower), has
doors of generous width which swing out into the west stair hall (with the direction of egress travel), but block more than half
the required egress width on the stair landing. Allow door swing by building historically-accurate door alcove outside of stair
tower; match existing materials and finishes exactly. Replace door hardware with replica hardware that is fully functional for
panic egress.
Kyrouz Auditorium space, Level 2 Issue: A third egress door, to the north and right of the stage, leads to a bottleneck of
insufficient width, an area now used for storage of voting equipment, and conflict with the landing area of the north stair
from the level above. Replace egress access door hardware with compliant hardware. Remove storage items from
intervening space. Selectively demolish walls in bottleneck and repair to match surrounding walls to allow required egress
width.
Kyrouz Auditorium space, Level 3 (Mezzanine) Issue: The south entrance to the mezzanine level has doors of generous width
which swing out into the south stair hall, with the direction of egress travel, but block more than half the required egress
width on the stair landing/passage from Payroll Office and L3 Conference Room; and its hardware is non-compliant. Allow
door swing by building historically-accurate door alcove outside of stair tower; match existing materials and finishes exactly.
Replace door hardware with replica hardware that is fully functional for panic egress.

100 SF/ 1 pr
oversize doors

100 SF/ 1 pr
oversize doors

150 SF/ single
door

100 SF/ 1 pr
oversize doors

10.05

10.06

10.07

10.08
10.09
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13

Kyrouz Auditorium space, Level 3 (Mezzanine) Issue: The secondary egress from the mezzanine to the west stair (clock tower)
has doors which swing into the space, against the direction of egress travel, and has non-compliant door hardware. Reverse
door swing by building historically-accurate door alcove; match existing materials and finishes exactly. Replace door
hardware with replica hardware that is fully functional for panic egress.

100 SF/ 1 pr
oversize doors

Repair and provide code-compliant handrails and guardrails for North Stairs (2 separate runs from Level 3 to 2; one combined
run from levels 2 to 1). Remove storage items from this stair hall. Provide egress-compliant door hardware on access doors
(2) and discharge door (1).

3 runs of stairs
total; 3 doors
total

Reconfigure wall into neighboring Storage room to create adequate clearance for door on pull side; or install electric door
opener and push-button controls. Level the area on the toilet side of the door, then install a small slope in the floor to
negotiate the slope up to tile finish floor; or seek a variance for sloped threshold.
Remove offending furniture preventing room accessibility and reorganize the interior of this office to be accessible by the
public and workers.
Remove file cabinets and assure that ramp approach located in the Level B vault in the accessors office meets MAAB
standards. Alter ramp if it does not.
Remove file cabinets and assure that vault doorway approach in the accessors office meets MAAB standards. Alter ramp if it
does not.
Remove file cabinets and assure that storage room doorway passage at the file room in the accessors office meets MAAB
standards.
Add a stained oak rail to match south stair outside railing at the west stair, that meets MAAB grasping dimensions, and other
accessibility and building code requirements.
Copy existing rail on west run of south stair and install on east run. Though this rail will not meet MAAB grasping dimensions
and height off nosing, it is a reasonable compromise between historical and accessibility needs. Note that the outside walls
on this level hold the Fishermen’s Memorial; great care must be exercised in the installation of handrail to protect this
TOTAL

$34,500

$5,175

$9,919

$49,594

$0

$49,594

$29,670

$4,451

$8,530

$42,651

$0

$42,651

$10,350

$1,553

$2,976

$14,878

$0

$14,878

$575

$86

$165

$827

$0

$827

10 SF

$2,300

$345

$661

$3,306

$0

$3,306

10 SF

$2,300

$345

$661

$3,306

$0

$3,306

$230

$35

$66

$331

$0

$331

$4,600

$690

$1,323

$6,613

$0

$6,613

$5,750
$205,850

$863
$30,878

$1,653
$59,182

$8,266
$295,909

$0
$0

$8,266
$295,909

$17,000

$2,550

$4,888

$24,438

$24,438

$0

$17,000

$2,550

$4,888

$24,438

$24,438

$0

$2,973,655

$446,048

$854,926

$4,661,905

$3,156,627

50 SF
1

1
100 LF
10 LF

Hazardous Material

1 LS

11.01 HAZMAT ALLOWANCE
TOTAL

TOTALS
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$1,505,278

2020 CITY HALL RESTORATION CPA APPLICATION

PROJECT TIMELINE
The City has received the contract from the Massachusetts Division of Capital Asset
Management and Maintenance (DCAMM) for $1.5 M. This contract requires city council
approval.
Subsequent to CPC decision regarding this application the City would proceed to submit a loan
order to City Council for the funding required for the project. Approval of the loan order would
take 4-6 weeks. Following this the project would go out for design and bid (4-6 months).
Construction would take 12 months.
In compliance with the Perpetual Preservation Restriction (see below) signed with the
Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) in 1976 the approval of the project will be sought
from MHC. We anticipate rapid approval.

APPLICANT QUALIFICATIONS
Once this project is approved the City administration will assume responsibility for the financial
and organizational requirements. DPW and CHRC will oversee the project together with a cityhired Clerk of the Works.

APPROVAL BY CITY HALL RESTORATION COMMISSION
City Hall Restoration Commission approved applying for CPA funding for the project at its
December 6, 2019 meeting.
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CITY HALL DEED
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2020 CITY HALL RESTORATION CPA APPLICATION

1. MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION INVENTORY FORM
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2. CITY HALL PRESERVATION RESTRICTION
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LETTER OF SUPPORT (Separate attachments)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Senator Bruce Tarr
State Representative Ann-Margaret Ferrante
Mayor Sefatia Romeo Theken
David Porper, Chair, Historic District Commission
Ken Riehl, CEO, Cape Ann Chamber of Commerce
Judith Hoglander, Chair, Committee for the Arts
Sandra Ronan
Elizabeth Neumeier

Attachment provided as a separate file
Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. Facility Assessment Study - Gloucester Master Planning
Document – City Hall Regulatory Assessment, Electrical Assessment, Technology &
Communications Assessment (See separate file)
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Ann-Margaret Ferrante

Chair, Joint Committee on Economic Development and Emerging Technology
Gloucester Community Preservation Committee
City Hall
Dale Avenue
Gloucester, Ma. 01939
Dear Members of the Community Preservation Committee:
I am writing to you in support of the application before you from the City Hall Restoration
Commission for CPA funds to support the installation in Gloucester City Hall of a fire
suppression system as well as the upgrade of the fire alarm end electrical systems.
I write this letter both as the community’s state representative that has worked very diligently
and persistently with the Baker-Polito Administration to commit state dollars to this project as
well a residential neighbor to City Hall.
City Hall has been referred to as the “Grand Dame of Gloucester, the “Kaiser” and other
affectionate nick names. I am uncertain which is most appropriate, but I do know that her
beauty, architectural relevance and place in our community is undeniable.
As a neighbor, I also know that as much as City Hall’s prominence fills our neighborhood, she
also presents a clear and imminent danger should she catch fire. I have had multiple
conversations with the Gloucester Fire Chief, Eric Smith. He has explained that should City Hall
catch fire, it would be too perilous to have fire fighter enter the building to suppress it.
Thus, we are confronted with a situation where the majestic beauty of city hall will be lost.
More importantly, based on our knowledge of the fires of the Congregational Church and the
Lorraine Apartment, it will have the potential to destroy residences surround City Hall including
Central Grammar, and claim lives.
An evacuation plan of many of these small residents inhabited by seniors is breath-taking, if not
unattainable, given the past experiences of emergency efforts that occurred in the middle of
the night with previous fires. Additionally, a City Hall fire will ensure the destruction of the
City’s head of operations, Gloucester’s main fire station and down town Gloucester.
Each day that passes without fire detection and suppression within the tower and walls of City
Hall is one more day of borrowed time expended. My hope is that you fund this proposal and
remove this threat that looms over us.
Sincerely,
Ann-Margaret Ferrante
State House, Room 42
Gloucester, MA 01930
Boston, MA 02133
t. 617.722.2370 e. ann-margaret.ferrante@mahouse.gov

20 April, 2020

To Whom It May Concern;

I am writing in strong support of the CPA application for City Hall Fire Suppression, Alarm System and
Electrical Upgrades. Although I am the Chair of the Gloucester Committee for the Arts (CFTA), because
of COVID 19 and the inability of our Committee to meet, I am not able to write on behalf of the entire
Committee, but rather just myself. That said, I can assure you that were the voices of our Committee to
be heard, all members would share my enthusiastic support for this project.
The reasons for my support are lengthy and I am certain that so many others have most eloquently
shared their reasons and I would agree with all of them! The City Hall is the heart of our City and has
been so for a very long time. The thought that a fire could destroy not only the building and what it
stands for, but all of the historic and valuable contents therein is unthinkable.
But were I to zero in on a particular concern for the CFTA, it would be the art and artifacts held within
the building. As you know, one of the CFTA missions is as caretaker of the City’s art. We are particularly
concerned with the WPA era murals. This collection is one of the best in the Commonwealth and the
loss of these murals would be an unspeakable tragedy.
I would ask you to help make this very important project a reality.
Thank you for listening and for all you do for our community!
Regards,
Judith Hoglander, Chair
Committee for the Arts

City of Gloucester

Historic District Commission
Community Development Commission
City Hall
Dale Avenue
Gloucester, MA 01930

22 April 2020

Dear Commission Members:
I am aware that the City hall Restoration Committee is seeking funds to do work
on the interior of City hall, viz. upgraded fire alarm, new sprinkler system and
electrical system.
As I am sure you know, the building lies within the Historic District and is a superb
example of the Beaux Arts style. Its magnificent tower dominates the city skyline.
While the HDC has no jurisdiction on the interiors of building within the district,
I would like to indicate my strong support for this work. I think it is all the more
important with the 400th anniversary of the city founding and the 150th
anniversary of the erection of the building coming up soon.
I hope you will look favorably on this application for funding.
Very truly yours,
R. David Porper, chairman
Gloucester Historic District Commission

City Hall

TEL

Nine Dale Avenue

978-281-9700

FAX 978-281-9738

Gloucester, MA 01930

stheken@gloucester-ma.gov

CITY OF GLOUCESTER
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

May 14, 2020
Community Preservation Committee
c/o Community Development Department
3 Pond Road
Gloucester, MA 01930
Re: 2020 CPA Application - City Hall Fire Suppression, Alarm System and Electric
Upgrade
Dear Committee Members:
As the Mayor of the City of Gloucester, I strongly support the Project Application being
submitted by the Department of Public Works and the City Hall Restoration Committee for our
City Hall Building in order to install fire suppression and alarm systems as well as critical
upgrades to the electrical system.
These infrastructure needs are vital public safety and communications requests. All are
desperately needed to modernize the antiquated fire alarm systems and electrical wiring
throughout the building.
Gloucester City Hall has been the seat of Gloucester’s government since 1871 and is an
architectual and historic gem located in our downtown aera of the city. City Hall houses
invaluable archives, WPA murals, the Fishermen’s Lost at Sea Memorial and other art and
artifacts.
The original building was destroyed by a fire in 1869. This 150 year old building once again is in
danger of suffering a catastrophic fire according to our Fire Chief Eric Smith along with City
Consultants. If this were to happen, as a result of inadequate public safety equipment,
Gloucester would lose one of the most beautiful buildings in the City. A building that is home to
City Offices and a beloved place of business to hold government meetings, weddings, school
events, and more in the Kyrouz Auditorium.

Additionally, we have made substantial investments in information technology over the past
several years which has modernized user experiences, improved customer service, and increased
efficiency in our operations. However, the buildings current wiring prevents additional upgrades
from being made that could further enhance our capabilities and transform the way we conduct
business at City Hall.
The estimate for these upgrades are $3.2 million. We have just recently secured $1.5 million
from the state for this project.
I strongly support this application and thank you for your consideration in this important matter.
Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Mayor Sefatia Romeo Theken
City of Gloucester

